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oto slide with fact
Example

"Situations emerge in the 
process of creative 

destruction in which many 
firms may have to perish 

that nevertheless would be 
able to live on vigorously 
and usefully if they could 

weather a particular storm.“ 

“Creative Destruction,” Joseph A. 
Schumpeter

UT saving viable firms 
nd facilitating the exit 
f unviable ones is not 

he only positive impact 
(and purpose) of 

bankruptcy reforms…



 Reduce the failure rates of small and medium enterprises 

(e.g. by 8.4% in Belgium*)

 Reduce duration of reorganizations (e.g. 34 to 12 months 

in Colombia*)

Bankruptcy reforms increase 
repayments and reduce the cost of debt 

Reduced creditor risk – increased access to credit (link with 
Secured Transactions)

 Increase the probability of timely repayments (e.g. by 28% in India*)

 Reduce the cost of debt

 Increase the aggregate level of credit (e.g. by 39% in Brazil*)

ved insolvency regimes

New mechanisms for debt 
restructuring and reorganization
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Doing Business 2014: top performers 
and what have they done?

 Favor reorganization proceedings of viable 
businesses over liquidation and foreclosure 
in order to allow businesses to continue 
operating as a going concern.

 Ensure that associated costs of insolvency 
proceedings are low.

 Reduce time limits and avoid potential 
delays in the insolvency process.



Doing Business 2014: 
summary of reforms



 Insolvency law: Most relate to reorganization, or reorganization 
and liquidation, procedures.

 Debt enforcement: Most relate to enforcement of secured credit

 Common procedural aspects of the above reforms: 

‒ stricter timetabling with focus on procedural causes of delay in the disposal of 
proceedings (Columbia, Mexico, India); 

‒ shift in the forum for the adjudication of proceedings to specialist courts (India, 
Thailand) or out-of-court processes (India) or more experienced courts (Mexico).

 “Piecemeal effect” reforms: treatment of only one kind of collateral 
(Sweden).

ommon types of reforms studied



olvency law reform can:
Affect creditor recoveries

direct costs of proceedings: UK 
indirect costs of proceedings (duration): 
Colombia, Mexico

Improve filtering of firms for reorganization 
(and hence recovery prospects): Belgium(?), 
Columbia

engthening debt/security enforcement can:
Increase recoveries for existing loans: India
But also increase default rate on new loans 
(riskier borrowers): Brazil

akening security enforcement can:
Reduce creditor monitoring: Sweden

Ex post effects



Impact on recovery rates and 
costs of insolvency

olvency law

Mexico. Enactment in 2000 of new insolvency law (revising reorganization and 
liquidation procedures) resulted in reduced duration of proceedings from 
average 2,644 days to an average 771 days and increased returns to secured 
creditors from 19 cents on dollar to 32 cents on dollar (Gamboa-Cavazos and 
Schneider, 2007).

United Kingdom. Prospective replacement in 2003 of administrative 
receivership procedure (floating lien enforcement) with administration (rescue) 
procedure resulted in increase in gross realisations in administration cases 
(particularly where secured creditors oversecured) BUT also in increase in 
direct costs (professional fees) in these cases (Armour, Hsu & Walters, 2012)

bt enforcement

India. Enactment in 1993 of law establishing specialist debt recovery tribunals 
resulted in improved repayment prospects for loans (that were originating prior 

f ) i h d (f % %) (Vi i )



Impact on firms’ survival

olvency law

Belgium. Introduction in 1997 of new court-supervised reorganization 
procedure, a new liquidation procedure for commercial parties, and the 
establishment of an “early warning system for financial distress” by 
establishing special units to monitor the financial health of firms 
associated with reduced failure rates of small and micro businesses in 
manufacturing and trade sectors (Dewaelheyns and van Hulle, 2008).

Colombia. Introduction in 1999 of new corporate reorganization code 
resulted in improved efficiency of reorganization proceedings, including 
shorter duration of reorganization (from 34 months on average to 12 
months on average), better selection of firms for reorganization (firms 
in reorganization being in better financial shape than those in 
liquidation) and quicker recovery of market value in firms reorganized 



Impact on loan outcomes

bt / security enforcement

Borrower behavior: Brazil. Debt enforcement law reform in 2004 
strengthening collateral repossession rights resulted in higher incidence of 
loan defaults in the auto loan market as it also improved access to loans for 
riskier borrowers, including self-employed and entrepreneurs (Assunção, 
Benmelech and Silva, 2012).

Creditor behavior: Sweden. Law on Company Mortgages, effective 
from beginning of 2004 (note: largely reversed in 2009), which weakened 
creditors’ rights in floating lien-type security, resulted in decrease in 
creditor monitoring of borrowers (Cerqueiro, Ongena and Roszbach, 2012).



lvency law reform associated with
+ve impact on use of debt in Brazil
Impact on cost of credit: Brazil +ve, Italy mixed, 
US –ve
ngthening (weakening) debt/security 
rcement
Impact cost of credit, use of debt (Brazil, China, 
India, Sweden)
But can have differential impacts across borrower 
segments

By default risk, income (Brazil)
By tangible assets (India)

Impact of increased debt enforcement not always 
positive 

Ex ante effects



Impact on cost of credit (I)
olvency law

Italy. Revision of reorganization (in 2005) and liquidation procedures (in 
2006). Reorganization reform increased interest rates (likely reflecting 
increased possibility of debtor opportunism), whereas liquidation reform 
decreased interest rates (reflecting increased creditor control), in each case 
most pronounced with riskier firms (Rodano, Serrano-Velarde and Tarantino, 
2012).

Brazil (I). Introduction in 2005 of new reorganization and liquidation 
procedures (including adjustment of priority rules among labor, revenue and 
general creditors) resulted in reduction of the cost of credit by 22% (Funchal, 
2008).

United States. Enactment of Bankruptcy Reform Act in 1978 resulted in 
increase in interest rates attached to unsecured loans relative to secured loans: 
new law weakened creditor rights generally but for secured lenders introduced 
offsetting “adequate protection” provisions (Scott and Smith 1986)



Impact on cost of credit (II)

engthening Debt / Security Enforcement

India (I). Establishment in 1993 of specialist debt recovery tribunals resulted 
in lower interest rates for large loans originating thereafter (Visaria, 2009); But
average interest rates for new borrowing increased in the short-run, due to 
increased credit demand and inelasticity in supply of credit (von Lilienfeld-Toal, 
Mookherjee and Visaria, 2012). 

India (II). The enactment in 2002 of a law enhancing collateral enforcement 
rights for banks and financial institution creditors though out-of-court processes 
(bypassing delays in the court and tribunal system) resulted in the reduction in 
the cost of credit by 0.6% (particularly in secured lending) (Vig, 2013).

Brazil. Debt enforcement law reform in 2004 strengthening collateral 
repossession rights resulted in reduced credit spreads in auto loan market 
especially for low risk borrowers (Assunção, Benmelech and Silva, 2012).



Impact on cost of credit (III)

akening Debt / Security Enforcement

Sweden. Law on Company Mortgages, effective from beginning of 2004 
(note: largely reversed in 2009), which weakened creditors’ rights in 
floating lien-type security, resulted in increase in borrower’s interest rate 
spreads by on average 27 basis points (Cerqueiro, Ongena and Roszbach, 
2012).



Impact on borrower debt 
capacity

bt / Security Enforcement

Brazil. Debt enforcement law reform in 2004 strengthening collateral 
repossession rights increased loan amounts and loan duration in auto loan 
market for low risk borrowers, and increased access to credit for high risk 
borrowers (Assunção, Benmelech and Silva, 2012).

Sweden. Law on Company Mortgages, effective from beginning of 2004 
(note: largely reversed in 2009), which weakened creditors’ rights in 
floating lien-type security, resulted in decrease in the banks’ estimate of 
collateral value (=borrower debt capacity) (Cerqueiro, Ongena and 
Roszbach, 2012).



Impact on use of debt
olvency law

Brazil. Introduction of new reorganization and liquidation procedures 
(including adjustment of priority rules) in 2005 associated with increase in 
firms’ use of credit (particularly long-term debt), with stronger effects in smaller 
firms. Increase in long-term debt likely due to beneficial priority effects of the 
reform for secured creditors. (Funchal, 2008; Funchal and Clovis, 2009; Araujo, 
Ferreira and Funchal, 2012).

bt / Security Enforcement

India. Enactment in 2002 of law enhancing collateral enforcement rights for 
banks and financial institution creditors though out-of-court processes 
(bypassing delays in the court and tribunal system) resulted in a reduction in the 
use of secured credit, and overall debt by firms (particularly those with more 
tangible assets) (Vig, 2013).

China. Introduction of property law in 2007 resulted in increase in publicly-
traded firms’ use of debt finance (especially those with more tangible assets) 



Conclusions

Creditor rights matter– both ex post and ex ante
Confirmation that desired economic outcomes can be 
achieved by law reform

UT
Sensitivity to type of insolvency law reform
Need to think carefully about interaction of insolvency 
and secured credit laws (eg India, UK)


